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PUMPKINS



PUMPKIN

PLANT HABIT VINE TYPES
Bush: All fruit sets at the base of the plant.
Semi Bush: Majority of the fruit sets at the base of the plant but the plant 
will send a small vine later in the season producing a few fruits.
Semi Vine: Plant produces a 4 to 6’ vine with fruit set along the vine.
Vine: Plant produces a 6 to 10’ vine with fruit set along the vine. 
Full Vine: Plant produces a 10’ or longer vine with fruit set along the vine.

Pumpkins aren’t just for Halloween! They offer an excellent opportunity to expand your retail sales. So many choices, how do you 
decide? Look at your customer base and see what options might fit, keeping in mind there may be potential for you to move into other 
areas that you aren’t currently servicing. Pie pumpkins aren’t just for pie (pg. 107). They are wonderful for children because these varieties 
are small and have great handles for carrying. Think about youth programs, fall festivals and painting classes. Extend the season with 
Stackers (pgs. 109-115). Whether you grow the larger varieties for the porch or smaller varieties for the tabletop. Your customers will be 
able to create their colorful stacks in late September and enjoy them through Thanksgiving. Many varieties of Stackers are edible and 
can be enjoyed throughout the winter in pies, soups and baked goods. Embrace the unusual. Nothing piques interest more and draws 
customers in than a social media post of pumpkins with unique shapes, different colors or completely warted fruit. The possibilities are 
endless so let your imagination run wild and try something new! 

White pumpkins naturally change color when exposed to light and as they age. To 
keep your pumpkins as white as possible, for as long as possible harvest as soon as 
they are mature and store in an enclosed area away from sunlight. If left in the field 
or stored in a sunny location they will transition in color from white to cream, ivory or 
lite yellow.  View our white pumpkin section on pg. 108.

Our Hard Shell symbol identifies 
pumpkin varieties that develop a very 
hard, bruise resistant exterior for lon-
ger storage and better shipping.

Our Orna-Edible™ symbol identifies varieties that offer 
unique ornamental opportunities with the added bonus of 
being edible. From cut flower arrangements to fall displays, 
look for this symbol to expand your marketing with beautiful, 
edible displays.



CARVERS
VARIETY DTM AVG (LB) PLANT 

HABIT
RESIS-
TANCE DESCRIPTION

EARLY PRINCE F1(U)(T) 90 13-15 Full vine IR; PM Good option for short season or gap plantings. Early to mature with a dark orange color, strong 
handles and nice round shape.

ORANGE SUNRISE F1(U)(T) 90 15-20 Semi vine IR: PM Precocious, turning to solid orange early. Great for fill in or short season areas.

HAWK F1 (U)(T) 94 17-20 Vine IR: PM A well rooted dark handle on a uniform, medium ribbed, dark orange pumpkin producing excellent 
yields.

BELLATRIX F1 (U)(T) 95 25-40 Semi vine IR: PM Saturated orange color on slightly ribbed fruits. Early maturing and strong yields of uniform round 
pumpkins. 

NEW! BIG DEAL F1 (U)(T) 100 25-30 Semi vine IR: PM Big Deals fruits are dark orange, slightly ribbed, with a tall round shape. Short stout, well knuckled 
handles make it a good option for bin sales. Similar to Tons of Fun but with added PM tolerance.

DEATH STAR F1 (U)(T)EXCLUSIVE! 100 18-22 Full vine Osborne exclusive offers attractive dark orange color. Uniform, medium sized fruit have long thick 
handles and an upright, round shape.

EROS F1 (U)(T) 100 16-18 Full vine IR: PM Burnt orange colored fruit with a slightly flattened round shape and light ribbing. Eros produces great 
yields of very uniform fruit with deeply embedded handles.

FALCON F1 (U)(T) 100 10-15 Full vine IR: PM Large handled, tall upright carver with traditional burnt orange pumpkin color and uniform shape. 
Rounded shoulders have moderate ribbing.

GLADIATOR F1 (U)(T) 100 22-28 Semi vine IR: PM Similar to Magic Lantern, but rounder with a durable handle.

DTM = relative from direct seeding to maturity

EARLY PRINCE F1 HAWK F1ORANGE SUNRISE F1

BELLATRIX F1 DEATH STAR F1

EROS F1FALCON F1 GLADIATOR F1

BIG DEAL F1

CROP FAILURE 2022

NEW!



CARVERS (continued)
VARIETY DTM AVG (LB) PLANT 

HABIT
RESIS-
TANCE DESCRIPTION

HOWDEN (U)(T) 100 20-25 Vine Fruit is slightly ribbed with globed shape. Skin is yellow-orange with a large seed cavity.

JASON F1 (U)(T) 100 20-22 Full vine IR: PM Earlier to mature than others in the same size class with deep orange color, upright shape and 
refined ribs. The dark, firmly attached handle makes it a perfect fit for any pumpkin patch.

NEW! JUSTIFY F1 (U)(T) 100 20-25 Vine IR: PM A tall upright pumpkin with “just” the right amount of surface area for carving. Uniform ribbing on a 
textured burnt orange surface with a well attached handle for your customers to lift and carry. 

KRATOS F1 (U)(T) 100 20-30 Semi vine IR: PM Impressively strong vine on this powerful pumpkin. Handle is thick and fruit is flat-round with slight 
ribbing and a medium dark orange color.

MAGIC LANTERN F1(U)(T) 100 16-20 Semi vine IR: PM Yields 2 to 3 large traditional looking pumpkin. Slightly taller than wide with moderate ribbing and a 
good handle attachment.

SPARTACUS F1 (U)(T) 100 18-22 Vine IR: PM This blocky, round carver is high yielding and an excellent choice with a rich, dark orange color, medium 
ribbing and large, dark handles.

THOR F1 (U)(T) 100 20-25 Vine Large, blocky, round fruit that has a strongly embedded handle with burnt orange skin. Pumpkins are 
uniform in size and shape.

TONS OF FUN F1 (U)(T)
EXCLUSIVE!

100 25-30 Semi vine A heavy variety that is uniformly large in size, shape and dark orange color with medium ribbing. 
Handles are long and thick with a dark color.

ALADDIN F1 (U)(T) 105 25-35 Vine IR: PM Large sized pumpkin, nicely ribbed with handle firmly rooted into the fruit.

HULK F1 (U)(T) 105 30-35 Full vine Big, barrel-shaped carver is uniform and sets several large fruits per plant. Dark orange color with 
embedded handle.”

LARGE MARGE F1 (U)(T) 105 30-40 Full vine Deep orange with handles that are strong and deeply embedded. Blocky round shape with a great 
surface area for carving.

CAPTAIN JACK F1 (U)(T) 110 30-40 Full vine Tall barrel shaped, flat bottomed, smooth with light ribbing. Uniform size and excellent yields with 
large, well attached crows foot handle. 

CRONUS F1 (U)(T) 110 25-40 Full vine IR: PM Rich, dark orange surface with well-defined ridges and a somewhat bumpy surface. Eye-catching handle is 
large, dark and firmly attached.

MAGICIAN F1 (U) 110 10-16 Semi vine Good yields with dark orange color, embedded handles and ribbed skin.

ZEUS F1 (U)(T) 110 16-20 Semi vine IR: PM, 
ZYMV

Great pumpkin for carving or displays with some ribbing and a medium dark orange color. Good 
yielder that has a large and firmly attached handle.

ARES F1 (U)(T) 115 22-28 Full vine IR: PM Heavy yielder that produces uniform pumpkins in shape and size. Shape is more upright than round 
with large, firmly attached dark handle.

PHAT JACK (T) 125 40-50 Vine Fat, deeply-embedded handle tops off this tall, round, and heavily ribbed pumpkin.

KRATOS F1

MAGIC LANTERN F1

NEW!

JUSTIFY F1 HOWDEN

JASON F1
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MINI
VARIETY DTM AVG 

(LB)
PLANT 
HABIT

RESIS-
TANCE DESCRIPTION

ANNABELLE F1 (U)(T)EXCLUSIVE!  90 3-4 Semi vine IR: PM Small, round, somewhat upright pumpkin is a perfect addition to fall displays with dark orange coloration, slight 
ribbing and nice handles. 

KANDY KORN PLUS F1 (U) 90 1-2 Bush IR: PM Dark orange. This early maturing, dark orange little pumpkin proved to be a heavy yielder with 8 to 10 fruit 
per plant.

LIL’ PUMP-KE-MON F1 (U)(T) 90 2-2.5 Bush Unusually colored mini pumpkin has a flattened shape, creamy color with flecking and ribs emphasized by 
bright orange stripes. The color of the stripes intensifies with maturity.

SPARK F1 (U)(T) 90 0.5-1 Vine IR: PM Light orange with dark orange stripes and flecking. Extremely uniform with distinctive coloration, wide ribs 
and firmly attached handles.

WEE B LITTLE F1 (U)(T)  90 0.5-1 Bush True mini-pumpkin. Precocious fruits have very light ribbing. One of a kind, a great yielder and perfect for 
pairing with any small gourd mix.

GOLD SPECK F1 (U)(T) 95 .25 Bush HR: PM High yielding mini pumpkin is smaller than other minis with slender, long handles. Fruit grows close to 
center of plant in clusters making it easy to harvest. Pairs well with Baby Boo.

JACK BE LITTLE 95 0.5 Vine Bright orange, classic mini for table decoration. Pairs well with Spark and Lil’ Pump-ke-mon.

JILL BE LITTLE (U) PVP 100 .5 Vine IR: PM Classic mini of orange color with heavy ribbing and improved disease resistance over Jack Be Little.

Hard ShellSYMBOL:

ANNABELLE F1

KANDY KORN PLUS F1

LIL’ PUMP-KE-MON F1SPARK F1 WEE B LITTLE F1

GOLD SPECK F1JACK BE LITTLEJILL BE LITTLE

MORE MINIS:

ORANGITA F1 

MIDNIGHT F1 CASPERITA F1 

BABY BOO PG. 108



PIE
VARIETY DTM AVG 

(LB)
PLANT 
HABIT

RESIS-
TANCE DESCRIPTION

BISBEE GOLD F1 (U) 90 6-7 Semi bush HR: PM Bisbee Gold’s well attached handle and dark orange color make this pumpkin a real standout for deco-
rating.

CANNON BALL F1 (U)(T) 95 4-5 Semi bush IR: PM Nearly perfect round shape and a semi-hard shell extends its shelf life. 

FIELD TRIP F1 (U)(T) 95 5-7 Semi vine IR: PM Long twisting handle is very distinct, and fruits are uniform in both shape and size.

SMALL SUGAR (U) 95 3-4 Vine Small Sugar has a small globe shape. The skin is hard, slightly ribbed and orange. Finely textured, sweet 
flesh, make it excellent for cooking and processing.

WINTER LUXURY (U) 95 5-7 Full vine Unusual rough skin and attractive pie pumpkin is well known for its excellent flavor. Reported to make 
the most velvety of pies. 

HIJINKS F1 (U)(T) 100 7-9 Vine IR: PM Square shoulders, medium deep ribbing and nice dark handles. Fruits are uniform.

JACK SPRAT F1 (U)(T) 100 2-3 Vine HR: PM This little pumpkin can take a lot of abuse! Nice straight dark green embedded handles, great yield 
potential and outstanding uniformity.

MYSTIC PLUS F1 (U)(T) 100 7-9 Semi vine IR: PM Offers sturdy handles with smooth skin for painting or carving and great for pies.

FALL SPLENDOR PLUS F1 (U)(T) 105 5-6 Vine IR: PM High quality, dense flesh that is great for cooking. Excellent yield potential.

NAKED BEAR F1 (U) 105 2-3 Vine IR: PM Naked seeded pie pumpkin that has a beautiful light orange skin with speckling. Market as an ornamen-
tal for edible use. Good for hulless pumpkin seeds which can be eaten or pressed for oil.

BISBEE GOLD F1CANNON BALL F1

SMALL SUGAR

WINTER LUXURYHIJINKS F1

JACK SPRAT F1

MYSTIC PLUS F1

FALL SPLENDOR PLUS F1NAKED BEAR F1

FIELD TRIP F1



WHITE
VARIETY DTM AVG (LB) PLANT 

HABIT RESISTANCE DESCRIPTION

CASPERITA F1 (U)(T) 80 0.5-1 Semi bush IR: PM, WMV Deeply ridged ornamental that pairs well with Orangita and Midnight. Fantastic yield, very 
early setting and easy to harvest.

BABY BOO (U) 95 .25-0.5 Semi vine Unique, small fruited, deeply ribbed mini that pairs well with Spark and Gold Speck.

MOON STACKER F1 (U)(T) 95 10-15 Full vine
Bright white flat pumpkin that was bred for stacking! Moon Stacker makes an incredible display that 
can be paired with Porcelain Doll, Blue Doll or any other stacking pumpkin. Slightly larger and deeper 
ribbed sides offer an improvement over Flat White Boer in addition to reduced fruit scarring. 

CRYSTAL STAR F1 (U)(T) 100 25-35 Vine This large white pumpkin maintains a true white color with a great pumpkin shape. 

MOONSHINE F1 (U)(T) 100 7-10 Semi vine An early maturing white pumpkin that holds white color.

POLAR BEAR F1 (U) 100 30-65 Full vine Extra-large white pumpkin that holds its bright white color. A favorite for ornamental displays 
and you pick pumpkin fields.

SNOWBALL F1 (U)(T) 100 2-3 Semi vine IR: PM Great yields of glowing white fruit for decoration and mixed bins.

BLANCO F1 (U)(T) 105 4-6 Vine IR: PM Pure white color, uniform round shape, medium ribbing and long green handles with a good 
attachment. Holds well after harvest.

NEW! ICICLE F1 (U)(T) 105 1-2 Semi vine IR: PM
An exciting new addition from the Breeders of Blanco. Icicle offers that classic pumpkin shape 
and look in a small clean white version with a well attached sturdy handle. 
Pairs well with Sunlight and Jack Sprat.

FLAT WHITE BOER FORD (U)(T) 120 15-17 Full vine HR: PM Vines are vigorous providing good cover for the fruit. Versatile as it is both tasty and great for 
fall decoration.

CASPERITA F1BABY BOO

MOON STACKER F1

CRYSTAL STAR F1 MOONSHINE F1POLAR BEAR F1

SNOWBALL F1

BLANCO F1

FLAT WHITE BOER FORD

ICICLE F1

NEW!



SPECIALTY
VARIETY DTM AVG (LB) PLANT 

HABIT
RESIS-
TANCE DESCRIPTION

MIDNIGHT F1 (U)(T) 80 1-1.5 Semi bush IR: PM, 
WMV

Flattened acorn-like pumpkin is a cute, personal size with great flavor that is high in sugar content. Pairs 
well with Orangita and Casperita in mixed baskets or for stacking.

ORANGITA F1  (U)(T) 80 1-1.5 Semi bush IR: PM Orangita is a unique flattened oval deeply ribbed with high yields of attractive deep orange fruit. Pairs 
well with Casperita and Midnight for stacking and marketing in mixed baskets.

TROLL  F1  (U)(T) 85 3.5-5.5 Full vine Eye-catching bicolor design of bright, reddish orange and blue-green with a button bottom that is per-
fect for ornamental displays but also offers good flavor with high dry matter for cooking!

JADE KNIGHT F1 (U)(T) 90 7-10 Full vine
IR: PM, 
ZYMV

Jade Knight is an oblate shaped green/grey specialty winter squash with deep ribbing and bright yellow 
internal flesh. Versatile for all types of table top displays.

BAD JELLY F1 (U)(T) 95 12-16 Vine
Light buffy banana colored pumpkin with puckered stem end and distinctive hard warts make for an 
eye-catching display. Named after the beloved Witch from a New Zealand children’s book Bad Jelly’s 
color and appearance are like nothing else on the market.

GRIZZLY BEAR F1  (U)(T) 95 5-8 Vine IR: PM Distinctive light brown color with hard warts and large firmly attached handle. This pumpkin pairs well 
with Hot Chocolate and Sunlight.

HOT CHOCOLATE F1 (U)(T) 95 3-5 Full vine IR: PM Stunning chocolate colored pumpkin with a strong handle and an attractive pie pumpkin shape with a 
ribbed surface. Pairs well with Sunlight and Bisbee Gold.

SPECTER F1 (U)(T) 95 15-20 Vine IR: PM Large cream white to light yellow pumpkin with soft warts. Firm attachment handle and a unique look. 
Specter is uniform with a semi-hard shell.

BLAZE  F1 (U)(T) 100 4-5 Semi vine IR: PM Vigorous squat yellow fruit with deep orange stripes and speckles. Pairs well with all solid colored mini 
pumpkins and is a great option for stacking.

MIDNIGHT F1 ORANGITA F1 TROLL F1

JADE KNIGHT F1 BAD JELLY F1 GRIZZLY BEAR F1

HOT CHOCOLATE F1 SPECTER F1BLAZE F1



SPECIALTY (Continued)

VARIETY DTM AVG (LB) PLANT 
HABIT

RESIS-
TANCE DESCRIPTION

BIG MOOSE F1 (U)(T) 110 50-100 Full vine Bright saturated colored fruit grows on a heavy vine that produces jumbo pumpkins.

ONE TOO MANY F1 (U) 110 20-25 Full vine IR: PM This specialty pumpkin is light orange with white netting in a pattern that resembles a bloodshot eye. 
Making a unique addition to decorative fall arrangements.

PORCELAIN DOLL 
IMPROVED F1 (U)(T) 110 15-20 Full vine IR: PM, 

Pcu
An improved version of the very popular Porcelain Doll with even richer pink color and little to no blue 
color. Purchase of this variety supports the Pink Pumpkin Patch Foundation.

FAIRYTALE (U) 115 20-30 Vine These dark orange brown rust colored flat fruits make a great addition to any fall display or pumpkin 
stack. Also known as Musquee de Provence and are considered a staple in French cuisine.

PORCELAIN DOLL F1 (U)(T) 115 20-25 Full vine Prolific long vines produce blocky, deeply ribbed peachy pink fruit. Color continues to intensify with 
time. Pairs well with Blue Doll. Purchase of this variety supports the Pink Pumpkin Patch Foundation.

ATLANTIC GIANT (U) 120 100-300 Full vine Produces world record sized pumpkins for those of you who want to have the biggest pumpkins in town.

PRIZEWINNER F1 (U)(T) 120 75-125 Full vine This enormous, exhibition-sized fruit grows on sturdy, vigorous vines.

BIG MOOSE F1

ONE TOO MANY F1 PORCELAIN DOLL IMPROVED F1

ATLANTIC GIANT PRIZEWINNER F1

PORCELAIN DOLL F1

FAIRYTALE

The Pink Pumpkin Patch Foundation’s 
purpose is to unite in the fight against 
breast cancer with a pink pumpkin on 

every porch. You can help us by 
spreading the word and placing a pink 

pumpkin on your porch this fall.
PinkPumpkinPatch.org

Colorado Seeds, Inc is a seed company 
dedicated to the highest quality breeding 

and research of cucurbits. Colorado Seeds, 
Inc will donate $10 of every 1,000 seeds 
sold to the Pink Pumpkin Foundation, a 
non profit organization for breast cancer 

awareness. To learn more, visit 
PinkPumpkinPatch.org

CROP FAILURE 2022



STACKERS
PUMPKINS & SQUASH

JILL BE LITTLE SPARK F1

BABY BOO

AUTUMN CROWN F1

MIDNIGHT F1

BLAZE F1

LIL’ PUMP-KE MON F1

CASPERITA F1ORANGITA F1

TABLE TOP Small to medium 
stackers generally range in size from .25 
pounds to 5 pounds and are best used for 
desks and table tops.

Extend the season with Stackers (pgs. 109-115). Whether you grow the larger varieties for the porch or smaller varieties for the 
tabletop. Your customers will be able to create their colorful stacks in late September and enjoy them through Thanksgiving. Many 
varieties of Stackers are edible and can be enjoyed throughout the winter in pies, soups and baked goods.

GOLD SPECK F1



SILVER MOON F1MOON STACKER F1COLORADO SUN F1

PORCELAIN DOLL F1 MINT PRINCE F1

JADE KNIGHT F1 INDIAN DOLL F1

FAIRYTALE F1

JESTER F1 LONG ISLAND CHEESE ROUGE VIF D’ETAMPES

PORCELAIN PRINCESS F1BLUE  DOLL F1

PORCH Medium, large and 
extra large stackers generally range 
in size from 5 pounds to 30 pounds 
and are best used for decks and 
porches.

FLAT WHITE BOER FORD



Hard Shell: Pumpkins and gourds developed to have a very Pumpkins and gourds developed to have a very 
hard, bruise resistant exterior for longer storage and better hard, bruise resistant exterior for longer storage and better 
shippingshipping..

(U)

(T)

Untreated: Seeds are grown in conventional systems, but have 
no further synthetic elements on the actual seed.

Treated: Seeds are grown under conventional systems and 
have a synthetic coating that is brightly colored (red, green, 
and blue are common). When handling treated seeds, it is sug-
gested to use gloves and a mask. For organic growers, treated 
seeds are prohibited. 
FarMore: seed treatment provides early season protection 
against seed and seedling diseases, as well as cucumber beetle. 
Cruiser: seed treatment provides early season protection from 
sucking, chewing and soil pests.a

F1 Hybrid variety: Cross between two genetically distinct par-
ent lines chosen for specific traits, using traditional breeding 
methods. Hybrids typically show better vigor, uniformity of 
size and shape, and disease resistance than open pollinated 
varieties.

Organic: Seeds are grown and produced in organic systems 
without the use of synthetic elements.

SYMBOL KEY & DEFINITIONS

EXCLUSIVE!

NEW! New Addition: Varieties that are new to our catalog for this 
edition.

Osborne Favorite: Our seal of approval on our highly rec-
ommended products.

Osborne Exclusive: Varieties that are only available to pur-
chase through us.

AAS Winner: Varieties that have received a seal of recogni-
tion, the All-American Selections award at regional and na-
tional levels, through a judging process by a panel of expert 
judges.

Orna-Edible™: Varieties that offer unique ornamental op-
portunities with the added bonus of being edible. From cut 
flower arrangements to fall displays, look for this symbol to 
expand your marketing with beautiful, edible displays. 

(OP) Open Pollinated variety: Reproduce naturally via cross-pol-
lination or self-pollination. Open pollinated varieties may lack 
the uniformity and disease resistance of hybrids.


